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English A speculation about what inspired the Ammann brothers to invent their power supply.
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Description English: Was this the contraption which powered an EV which obtained its power from
somewhere else other than batteries? And was this device inspired by the radio
transmitter of Heinrich Hertz? We'll never know since C. Earl Ammann was promptly
arrested (upon entering Washington, D.C.) for "stealing energy from the grid" shortly
after he and his brother demonstrated their EV in and around downtown Denver,
Colorado. They had converted an EV, which was of a variety that was standard in that
era (one century ago), to run without batteries. Its thrust was probably similar to that of
electric golf carts of the present day in which there was no graduation of speed, but
merely an ON versus OFF condition enabled from its accelerator pedal. C. Earl
Ammann had arrived at Washington in hopes of submitting their vehicle and its unique
power supply to the Patent Office for consideration. Oh well ...
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